Learning Guide to Accompany
Kiwi Land
The Children’s Hour radio show podcast
https://www.childrenshour.org/kiwi-land/

Kia ora [KEE-ə OR-ə] can be used to say hello, express
gratitude, send love, and make a connection. Kia ora is a warm
and welcoming greeting you'll hear throughout New Zealand
and comes from the indigenous Māori language, te reo.

We hope you enjoyed listening to our interview with Kiwi guest artists Lucy Hiku from Itty Bitty Beats:
https://www.ittybittybeats.com/ and Claudia Robin Gunn: https://www.claudiagunn.com/

This guide will help you to learn a bit more about New Zealand. Also, it will link you to some resources
where you can learn more. Connect to Curriculum here.
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About Us
The Children’s Hour Inc is a New Mexico-based non-profit organization that produces an award-winning
children’s radio program that is educational, entertaining, and engaging, and includes kids who
participate in its creation. The program is internationally syndicated broadcasting on more than 115
public radio stations worldwide. Program themes focus on civics, STEM, culture, and music education,
featuring New Mexico children as co-hosts and lead interviewers. Katie Stone has been the executive
producer of The Children’s Hour for 20 years.
For more information, contact: Katie Stone | (505) 850-3751 | katie@childrenshour.org
©2021 The Children’s Hour Inc

Tell us about you!
We at the Children’s Hour would like to know:
1. How old are you?
2. Was this your first time listening to a radio show or podcast for kids?
3. Was this radio show less fun or more fun compared to other things you do for fun, like playing
video games or watching TV?
 Less fun

 More fun

4. Would you listen to a radio show again if you could?
5. Of everything you heard in the radio show, what will you remember most?

If you would like to draw a picture about anything you learned on the radio show, you can do so below,
or on a blank page. Scan and email it to us, and we may display it on our online space.
If you would like to tell the creators of this radio show
something in your own voice, you can send a voice message
to The Children’s Hour here: https://www.childrenshour.org.
Look for the orange button and click to record.
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Where is New Zealand?
New Zealand, also called Aotearoa,
is a remote, mountainous group
of islands in the southeastern
Pacific Ocean. The country is
situated some 1,500 km (900
mi) east of Australia across
the Tasman Sea and
roughly 1,000 km (600 mi)
south of the Pacific island
areas of New Caledonia,
Fiji, and Tonga.
Because of its
remoteness, it was one of
the last lands to be settled
by humans.
A flight from the USA would
take about 13 hours. Flying
from the UK would take about
24 hours.

There are two main landmasses – the North
Island, or Te Ika-a-Māui, and the South
Island, or Te Waipounamu – plus many
smaller islands (around 600 of them).
New Zealand has about the same amount of
land area as the UK. (It’s also comparable in
size to the state of Colorado, USA.) While the
UK has about 67 million people, New Zealand
has only 5 million people.
The capital city is Wellington. The largest city
is Auckland.

Watch Samantha as she visits the city of
Christchurch on the South Island. Plus…
penguins!
https://www.pbs.org/video/christchurch-newzealand-mhpmg5/
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13 Fascinating Facts about New Zealand
1. The Māori people first named the islands
Aotearoa, which means “land of the long white
cloud.”
2. In 1642, Dutch explorer Abel Tasman became the
first European to sight New Zealand. He named it
Staten Landt. In 1645, Dutch cartographers (map
makers) named it Nova Zeelandia. British explorer James Cook later anglicized the name to
New Zealand.
3. Porangahau, just over an hour from Hawke’s Bay, is home to the world's longest place name
using the English alphabet. The place is called “Taumata whakatangi hangakoauau o tamatea
turi pukakapiki maunga horo nuku pokai whenua kitanatahu” in the Māori language.
4. In New Zealand, you are never too far from the sea. The longest distance to an ocean is
about 80 miles.
5. Bungee jumping was invented in New Zealand. The first ever commercial jump happened in
1988 off a bridge in Queenstown.
6. The country’s diverse scenery and compact size, plus government incentives, have
encouraged some producers to film big budget movies in New Zealand, including Avatar, The
Lord of the Rings, The Hobbit, The Chronicles of Narnia, King Kong, and The Last Samurai.
7. Netball, rugby union, and football (soccer) are popular sports among young people. Around
54% of New Zealand adolescents participate in sports for their school.
8. The official languages in New Zealand are English, Māori, and New Zealand Sign Language.
9. National Holidays: 6 February (Waitangi Day) and 25 April (Anzac Day)
10. National Flag: The stars represent the constellation of the Southern Cross.
11. New Zealand was the world's first country to grant women the right to vote in 1893.
12. New Zealand is the first country to see the sun rise every day.
13. Kiwifruit came to New Zealand in
1904 from China. It had a Chinese
name, yang tao. At first, they
were nicknamed Chinese
Gooseberries. They later
changed the name to kiwifruit,
after New Zealand’s
national bird. They are both
small, brown, and fuzzy!

Tiaki Promise
New Zealand invites all visitors to care for New Zealand as the locals do. Tiaki comes from the Māori
language and means to care for people and places.
Find out more about this promise from kids in this video made by New Zealand Tourism:
https://youtu.be/Um4xGiD_bLw
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Famous Trees of New Zealand
On the North Island, standing
more than 51 meters (167 ft) tall
and with a trunk girth more than
13 meters (43 ft), the Tāne
Mahuta (Lord of the Forest) is
New Zealand’s largest known
living kauri tree. The Tāne
Mahuta is believed to be
somewhere between 1,250 and
2,500 years old.

Video: Hike along with the parents and kids as they explore the Kauri Trees of New Zealand, including
Tāne Mahuta: https://youtu.be/NrXzGxq0rig
For New Zealand’s Māori people, touching this sacred tree is taboo. They let scientists climb to help save
it.: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/for-new-zealands-Māoris-even-touching-thissacred-tree-is-taboo-they-let-scientists-climb-to-help-save-it/2019/12/24/d35329a0-af9c-11e9-9411a608f9d0c2d3_story.html

On the South Island, the “lone
tree of Lake Wānaka” it is said
to be one of the most
photographed trees in all New
Zealand.

Video: Explore the beautiful landscapes of South Island, New Zealand, (and see the Wānaka Tree) with
American photographers: https://www.pbs.org/video/outside-beyond-the-lens-new-zealand-c3zba6/
New Zealand's famous Wānaka tree, a symbol of hope, vandalized:
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/wanaka-tree-new-zealand-famous-symbol-of-hope-vandalized/
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The Māori
New Zealand's indigenous people are the Māori.
Sometime between 1250 and 1300 CE, Polynesians arrived in canoes
and settled in the islands, and they developed a distinctive Māori
culture.
In 1840 British settlements signed the Treaty of Waitangi with the
Māori. In this agreement the Māori accepted British rule in exchange
for protection of their land rights. After their lands were seized, the
Māori protested the treaty, and in the 1860s, they warred with the
British for 12 years for control of North Island. Peace was restored to
the islands in the 1870s.
Tāwhiao (1822-94) was a Māori chief known as the second Māori king.
His 34-year reign (1860-94) spanned the most difficult period of
relations between the Māoris and the European settlers. A realist and
Matutaera Tāwhiao
a pacifist, he renounced the warfare with the Europeans for which his
father was so famous. Instead, he sought and gained recognition as a visionary and spiritual leader.
Warfare and diseases brought by the Europeans reduced the Māori population to about 42,000 by the
end of the 1800s.
Today about 745,000 New Zealanders identify as Māori. They
make up about 15% of New Zealand's population.
In Māori tradition, people greet each other with a hongi – the
ceremonial touching of noses.
A famous Māori ceremony is the Haka, which is a war dance.
This ancient tradition was used to determine if visitors came in
peace or with hostile intent.
The Haka is reserved for
visiting dignitaries and people
of great importance or at the
Hongi
beginning of a war or battle.
The New Zealand rugby team
The All Blacks are famous for performing a Haka at the beginning of
every game.
Another important aspect of the Māori culture is the tā moko which is
a tattoo. The full-faced and upper-body moko was given to warriors
and chiefs. Women had their lips, chin, and nostrils tattooed. An
individual was either born into their status and their moko or they had
to earn it. Today, many Māori choose to receive their moko as an
attempt to reconnect and preserve their cultural identity.

woman with tā moko

Watch the Travel Kids give a Māori greeting, play a Māori game, cook food, and dance the Haka:
https://youtu.be/_I_TxIZNOYM
Read and see more about Māori culture: https://www.newzealand.com/us/Māori-culture/
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A feast cooked in a traditional Māori
hāngī (earth oven) is a centuries-old
cooking method perfect for feeding a
crowd and bringing a community
together. In traditional hāngī cooking,
food such as fish and kumara (sweet
potato), were cooked in a pit dug in the
ground. Today, pork, lamb, potato,
pumpkin and cabbage are also included.
The ingredients were traditionally
wrapped in flax leaves, but a modern
hāngī is more likely to use cloth sacks,
aluminium foil and wire baskets. The
baskets are placed on hot stones at the
bottom of a hole dug into the ground.
The food is covered with a wet cloth and
a mound of earth that traps the heat
from the stones. The Hāngī food is left in
the ground for about three to four hours,
depending on the quantity being cooked.
The result of this process is tender meat
and delicious vegetables, infused with
smoky, earthy flavors.

Hāngī ingredients ready to be covered and cooked

A marae (meeting grounds) is a fenced-in complex
of carved buildings and grounds that are used for
meetings, celebrations, funerals, educational
workshops, and other important tribal events. The
most important of the buildings within the marae
is the wharenui or carved meeting house. A
wharenui resembles the human body in structure,
and usually represents a particular ancestor of the
tribe. Many wharenui contain intricate carvings
and panels that refer to the whakapapa
(genealogy) of the tribe, and to Māori stories and
legends. It is also common to see photos of loved
ones who have passed away placed inside. Visitors
Wharenui
ri woman with tā moko
are welcome to stop and observe a marae from
the outside. But one cannot walk on to the marae without being formally welcomed by the people of
that place.

Recently New Zealand’s government worked with the Māori to legally confer the Whanganui River the
rights of an individual. Watch the film “The River is Me” here: https://youtu.be/YQZxRSzxhLI
Māori Culture in Colonial New Zealand | Teaching with Primary Sources:
https://nm.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c0c21159-0a9c-4bfc-b929-cea64dd973f7/Māori-culture-incolonial-new-zealand/
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Seasons of the Year
New Zealand has four distinct seasons. Because New Zealand is in the southern hemisphere, the
seasons are literally upside-down compared to places north of the equator. They happen at opposite
times of year than the seasons in the UK or USA.

In general, temperatures are mild in New Zealand because the coast is never far (temperate maritime).
Mean annual temperatures are 16 °C (61 °F) in the north and 10 °C (50 °F) in the south.
The weather varies widely between the North and South Island. The North Island has a subtropical
weather in summer, and the mountainous South Island has cold weather in winter. The further south
you go, the colder you will get.
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Wildlife
Because New Zealand was geographically isolated for 80 million years, its animals, plants, and fungi
evolved in biological isolation, which has resulted in very distinctive species.
When the Māori people and European settlers came, they brought along dogs, cats, and rats to the
islands. These introduced mammals were predators to the indigenous species. In addition, deforestation
and draining of swamp land took away the natural habitats of the wildlife. As a result, populations of
wildlife were devastated. In the last 1,000 years, half of all animals on the islands have become extinct.
However, New Zealand conservationists are now working to help threatened wildlife recover, using
island sanctuaries, pest control, wildlife translocation, fostering, and ecological restoration of the
islands.

These are just a few of the truly unique animals of New Zealand. Can you
match the description to the photo?
Kiwi – About the size of a chicken, kiwis are flightless, nocturnal birds, with hairlike feathers, short and
stout legs, and nostrils at the end of a long beak to detect prey. They mostly eat invertebrates, like
worms and insects. The kiwi is recognized as an icon of New Zealand, and the association is so strong
that the term “Kiwi” is used internationally as the term for New Zealanders. There are five species of
kiwi. About 68,000 individuals remain in the wild, and their population is declining.
Tuatara – Not a lizard nor a dinosaur, tuatara is the sole survivor of a once-widespread reptile group.
Tuataras have two rows of teeth in the upper jaw overlap one row on the lower jaw. They are born with
a third eye, that later gets covered with skin. They prey mostly on beetles, spiders, and snails. Tuataras
have a reputation for slowness. They grow slowly, they reproduce slowly, and they live for a long time.
They can live to be 100 years old. Tuataras are now threatened by climate change. This is because the
sex of a tuatara is determined by the temperature that their eggs experience – rising temperatures will
skew populations towards males.
Weta – Weta are a group of about 70 species of giant flightless crickets, and some are among the
heaviest insects in the world. Some can weigh 70 g – that’s three times more than a mouse! They are
endemic to (found only in) New Zealand. Generally nocturnal, most small species are carnivores and
scavengers while the larger species are herbivorous. Weta are preyed on by introduced mammals, and
some species are now critically endangered.
Powelliphanta – They are among the largest snails in the world, and among New Zealand’s most
threatened invertebrates. Powelliphanta snails are carnivores. They particularly like earthworms and
suck them up through their mouth just like humans eat spaghetti. It is estimated that Powelliphanta
snails can live up to 20 years. The largest species measures at about 9 cm across. These are the sumo
wrestlers of the snail world, weighing in at 90 g.
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Geology: Life at the Boundary
New Zealand lies on the boundary between two tectonic plates. Tectonic plates are thought to float on
Earth’s partially molten mantle, moving away from each other at the ocean ridges and moving past each
other or colliding along plate boundaries. Earthquakes and volcanoes are related to the movement of
the plates. Subducting plates, where one tectonic plate is sliding under another, are associated with
volcanoes and earthquakes.
New Zealand straddles the boundary
between the Australian and the Pacific
tectonic plates. These two plates are being
pushed towards each other, but with
different results in different parts of New
Zealand.
On the North Island’s subduction zone, the
Pacific plate plunges down under the
Australian plate. On the South Island’s
subduction zone, the Australian plate pushes
down under the Pacific plate. In between,
there is no subduction, but the two plates
meet at a major fault, where two parts of the
South Island are sliding past each other. At
the same time, the eastern part is being
pushed upwards.

Read the article “Plate tectonics, volcanoes and earthquakes”:
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/654-plate-tectonics-volcanoes-and-earthquakes
Watch a video about Slow Slip Events and Earthquakes: https://youtu.be/xgk2zBvdOgw
Take a virtual field trip to the boundary of the Asian and Pacific plates to learn about the awesome
forces that shape the landscape of New Zealand: https://www.learnz.org.nz/naturalhazards174/videos

Christchurch Earthquake
On February 22, 2011, a 6.3 magnitude earthquake struck close to Christchurch
city at a depth of 5 km. Although not as strong as a magnitude 7.1 quake which
hit the area less than six months earlier, its shallow depth and closeness to the
city center resulted in widespread destruction. It killed 185 people, injured
thousands, and damaged thousands of buildings and homes. Reconstruction
projects continue to this day, a decade later.

White Island Volcanic Eruption
On December 9, 2019, White Island, also known by the Māori name Whakaari,
was the site of an explosive eruption of steam, rock, and other debris. The
explosion launched ash, toxic gas, and rocks 12,000 feet into the air, killing 22
people and injuring 25 others. One of New Zealand’s most active volcanoes,
White Island was a popular tourist destination, where visitors regularly walked
on the crater floor.
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Let’s Eat!

Check out this menu of dishes that Kiwis love to eat.
Māori Boil-up – Meat and vegetables are boiled in
a large pot filled with water. The choice of meat
can be anything from pork, beef, and chicken to
goat and lamb, but it should be cut into large
chunks. Typical vegetables include watercress,
potatoes, carrots, cabbage, and sweet potatoes
known as kumara. When served, boil-up looks like
a thick soup or a thin stew.
Fish and Chips – The UK classic found its way to
New Zealand. The fish is usually tarahiki, hoki, red
cod, blue warehou, or elephant fish (elephant
shark) – battered, deep fried, and served with
chips (French fries).

Meat Pies – The fillings include but are not limited
to steak, lamb, chicken, mince and cheese,
seafood, bacon and egg, mushroom and onion,
kumara (sweet potato), and potato. So many
options! The pie is eaten like a sandwich, with your
hands, and not with a knife and fork.

Whitebait Fritter – Considered a New Zealand
cultural food, a whitebait fritter is made of
translucent juvenile fish cooked with egg and flour
to produce a crispy omelet.

Kina – One of the species of sea urchin that is
abundant in the coasts of New Zealand is best
devoured raw just after you have cleaned and
taken out its edible parts. Also, you can eat it
deep-fried or in a pie.
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Afghan Biscuits – These chocolate cookies are
made of flour, cornflakes, butter and sugar, and
these ingredients are mixed with cocoa and coated
with chocolate icing. The finishing touch is a
topping of chopped walnuts. Not too sweet.

Anzac Biscuits – These sweet cookies made from a
combination of flour, oats, golden syrup, butter,
sugar, coconut, and soda bicarbonate. They are
linked to Anzac Day, because some believe that
the biscuits were sent to Anzac soldiers during the
war.

Hokey Pokey – New Zealander vanilla ice cream
has with honeycomb toffee lumps throughout.

Jaffas – This popular Australian and New Zealander
confectionery consists of small, round balls of
chocolate covered in a red-colored orange
flavoring. The sweet got its name after the Jaffa
orange.

Pavlova – Considered a national dish of New
Zealand, this dessert is a meringue topped with
whipped cream and fresh fruit.

Which one of these foods would you eat? Which would you like to make?
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Maps of New Zealand | Aotearoa
Interactive photo map:
https://www.newzealand.com/us/new-zealandmap/
Printable touring map:
https://www.newzealand.com/assets/TourismNZ/PDFs/31df9f7120/p23573_23.pdf
Aotearoa map with the original Māori names:
https://decolonialatlas.wordpress.com/2014/11/0
3/new-zealand-in-Māori/
Interactive map of volcanoes in New Zealand:
https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/image_maps/42
-volcano-map-of-new-zealand
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New Zealand: Color and Label the Map
Color each region of New Zealand a different color. (The regions are already labeled.)
Label the North Island, South Island, and Stewart Island.
Label the Pacific Ocean and Tasman Sea.
Add dots to show cities; label those cities.
Add triangles to show where there are volcanoes.
Label Lake Taupo and Lake Te Anau.
Draw the Waikato river onto the map.
Label Cook Strait.
Bay of Plenty
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Color the Animals of New Zealand
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Crossword Puzzle: Kiwi Land

Name:

1

2
3

4

5

7

8

6

9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19
20

22

21
23

24

25
Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

Horizontal
3. the capital of New Zealand
4. New Zealand's indigenous people
7. Te Ika-a-Māui
11. the touching of noses when greeting
12. Weta are huge ________.
16. Earthquakes and volcanoes are related to the
movement of ________.
17. large body of water to the east of New Zealand
18. “land of the long white cloud”
20. iconic bird of New Zealand
22. Maori hello
23. reptile unique to New Zealand
24. ice cream with honeycomb
25. In the last 1,000 years, ________ of all animals in
New Zealand have become extinct.
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1. New Year’s Day happens during what season for
Kiwis?
2. narrow body of water named after map maker
5. Te Waipounamu
6. The Tāne Mahuta is New Zealand’s largest known
living ________ tree.
8. In New Zealand, you a never very far from the
________.
9. sweet cookie made of flour, oats, golden syrup,
butter, sugar, and coconut
10. In New Zealand, you hold it like a sandwich to eat
it.
13. Several Kiwi dishes have kumara which is a kind
of ________.
14. brown and fuzzy “Chinese gooseberry”
15. adjective meaning distant or faraway
19. largest lake
21. a ceremonial dance
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Connect to Curriculum
http://www.corestandards.org
https://www.nextgenscience.org/
Information/Activity

Core Idea

Learning
Standards

p.3&4 New Zealand Facts

Read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts...

Common Core
ELA RI 10

p. 5 Famous Trees

Sustaining biodiversity also aids humanity by
preserving landscapes of recreational or
inspirational value.

Next Gen Science
LS4.D

p. 6&7 Māori Culture

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific
to domains related to history/social studies.

Common Core
ELA RH 4 (6-8, 910)

p. 8 Seasons coloring

Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon
system to describe the (cyclic patterns of lunar
phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and) seasons.

Next Gen Science
MS-ESS1-1

Obtain and combine information to describe
climates in different regions of the world.

Next Gen Science
3-ESS2-2

Read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts...

Common Core
ELA RI 10

(Plants and) animals have both internal and external
structures that serve various functions in growth,
survival, behavior, and reproduction.

Next Gen Science
4-LS1-1

Read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts...

Common Core
ELA RI 10

Analyze and interpret data from maps to describe
patterns of Earth’s features.

Next Gen Science
4-ESS2-2

p. 11&12 Foods

Read and comprehend informational texts, including
history/social studies, science, and technical texts...

Common Core
ELA RI 10

P. 13&14 Maps

Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs,
photographs, videos, or maps) with other
information in print and digital texts.

Common Core
ELA RH 7 (6-8)

p. 15 Animal coloring

Make observations of plants and animals to
compare the diversity of life in different habitats.

Next Gen Science
2-LS4-1

p. 16 Crossword Puzzle

Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.

Common Core
ELA WHST 2 (6-8)

p. 9 Wildlife

p. 10 Geology
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Crossword Answer Key
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